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Paper title

Subtheme 1: Challenges on metropolitan governance and planning institutions

Albrechts, Louis (A.V-2)
Can progressive planning cope with the challenges ahead?

Cao, Kang (B.I-2)
The international diffusion of collaborative planning and its use in China

Choi, Chang Gyu (D.II-3)
Origins and Turning Points of Strong Growth Management Policy along with Massive Housing Supply in the Seoul Metropolitan Area, Korea, Since 1970

Choi, Haeok (F.V-3)
Role of Spatial Gatekeepers in the Growth of Regional Innovation Network: the case of Design Industry in Korea

Chu, Ling-I (C.I-1)
Regulating the Similarities and Differences: A Comparative Study on the Regional Development in Jingjiang and Taichung

Ding, Kangle (B.I-1)
The study of urban capital impacting on the spatial structure of China’s rural area

Hao, Jinwei (E.V-3)
Confusions to Middle-income-trap and Strategic Thoughts to the New-type Urbanization in China

Huang, Pochun (D.V-1)
Blue Magpie TEA: A Participatory Farming Empowerment in Pinglin, Taiwan

Ito, Hiroki (G.V-1)
Significances, problems and impacts of “Region of more Settlement and Independence Initiative” in Japan

Jianqiang, Wang (C.I-2)
Development Models of Megacity’s Urban Form: a Case Study on the Evolution of Modern JI’NAN’s Urban Form in China
KIM, Yunjong (G.V-3)
The Proposal for Upgrading Local Politics in South Korea: Center of Local Party and Local Council Initiates Governance

LAI, Yen-Wen (F.V-2)
A Study on the Difference between De Jure Building Height and Actual Building Height in Tainan

LI, Dongquan (G.V-2)
Challenges and Strategies for Integrating Three Plans into One – Cases from Shanghai, Guangzhou and Harbin

LI, Hui (E.V-4)
Joint City–between Old Walled-city and New Grid-town

LIANG, Yinlong (E.V-1)
Quantitative evaluation of the land use policy effectiveness in two cities of coastal China with landscape metrics

LIU, Jiajia (C.I-3)
The Influence of Cultural Contacts on Social Distance in East Asia – The Challenges on Metropolitan Governance between Japan, China, South Korea and Taiwan

LUO, Zhendong (A.V-4)
Stages and Characteristics of Metropolitan Administrative Division Adjustment in China since 1997

OKITASARI, Mahesti (B.I-3)
Indonesian decentralized planning and collaborative governance: Exploring its structures, management and effectiveness

SWAPAN, Mohamamd (B.I-4)
Participatory Urban Governance in Developing Countries: A study of the gap between promise and realities in Bangladesh

THAI HUYEN, Nguyen (F.V-1)
Construction of Hanoi University of Science and Technology - advantages and difficulties for a model of urban planning project

VONGPRASEUTH, Thanousorn (F.V-4)

WANG, Xin (A.V-4)
Stages and Characteristics of Metropolitan Administrative Division Adjustment
in China since 1997

**WILMAR, Salim** (G.V-4)
Mediating the global, restructuring the metropolitan region: Politics and governance in suburban Jakarta

**XIONG, Peng** (A.V-1)
Update Method of Large-Scale Digital Map Based on Planning Management:

**YANG, Ting** (A.V-3)
Public participation as an efficient tool of urban planning in Chinese Metropolises: the case of Shanghai

**ZHANG, Puyu** (C.I-4)
The Conversion from Stock Index to Incremental Index of Land in Metropolitan Periphery Areas – Taking Shanghai as an Example

**ZHANG, Yifan** (A.V-5)
Smart growth and smart decline, each takes what he needs

**ZHONG, Rui** (E.V-2)
A Study on Comprehensive Connotations of Urbanization and Comprehensive Evaluation of Urbanization Level: The Case of Shandong Province
Subtheme 2: Global metropolitan regions/mega projects/mega events

Chen, Chen (B.II-1)
Spatial Distribution of Population by Occupations in China’s Metropolitan Regions From Year 2000 to Year 2010

Gan, Jing (C.II-1)
Reusing "Event Landscape": Case study on World Expos

Hu, Hai-Feng (A.II-1)
The Procyclical Loop of Urbanization in Asian Megacities

Kim, Hyung Min (C.II-2)
Inward foreign direct investment in Korea: location patterns and local impacts

Pham, Hung Cuong (A.II-5)
Proposed Models for the Green Corridor in the West of Hanoi in the Master Plan of Hanoi Capital to 2030

Pruksanubal, Boonrawat (B.II-2)
Transformation of Land Use Pattern of Chachoengsao Province, Thailand

Singh, Sanjeev (A.II-4)
Environmental sustainability transition and stakeholder influence factors in large scale urban development projects: A case of integrated mega townships in India

Sonn, Jung Won (C.II-3)
The Articulation of Urban Development Discourses: Negotiating Discourses of Songdo New City Development Renegotiated?

Wang, Jinbai (A.II-2)
The interpretation of policy-driven mechanism of new urban area development in China—case of Pudong New Area

Wang, Jiejing (B.II-3)
Urban System Development and Rise of Mega-city Regions in China, 2000-2010

Wang, Zhen (B.II-4)
Analysis and Enlightenment of the Transformation of Urban System in the Yangtze River Delta Region Based on Development Index

Yi, Shi (A.II-3)
Centennial Changes: The Spatial-Temporal Evolution of Nanjing’s Urban Center
System in the Twentieth Century
Subtheme 3: Creative cities and urban regeneration strategies

AITANI, Koichiro (H.IV-4)
Study on Urban Catalyst as Urban Regeneration in Shrinking society – Case Study of Haruyoshi District, Fukuoka City

BAJRACHARYA, Bhishna (G.IV-4)
Making Cities Green, Smart and Sustainable – A Case Study of Brisbane

CHEN, Song (G.IV-1)
Integration Analysis for the Creative Industry Clustering Area against the Backdrop of Urban Regeneration

CHEN, Yi-Fu (E. IV-4)
An Effectiveness Analysis of Song-shan Creative Culture Park in Taipei

GE, Tianyang (E.IV-2)
Renewal and Evolution Mechanism of Post-Industrial Space

GU, Beibei (G.IV-3)
The construction and use of the industrial heritage corridor of southwest third-line

HOU, Shuo (G.IV-2)
Creation of Spatial Vitality for Beijing Traditional Central Axis Based on the Mode of Linear Tourism Space

HOU, Wenjun (E.IV-2)
Renewal and Evolution Mechanism of Post-Industrial Space

HU, Nor (H.IV-2)
Leadership characteristics of creative cities – A Case study of Seoul, South Korea

KONDO, Sae (E.IV-1)
A study on an effect to regional revitalization by introducing a new urban facility designed to contribute to collaboration among local people

KUANG-CHIEH, Chen (F.IV-4)
Creative Flow and Urban Symbiosis: Development of Cross-Strait Cultural Industry

LI, Chi (G.IV-2)
Creation of Spatial Vitality for Beijing Traditional Central Axis Based on the Mode of Linear Tourism Space

MO, Xia (F.IV-3)
Study on the Urban Space Construction Strategy in the Perspective of Conflict:
Expo 2010 and the "post-Expo" Vision toward Sustainable Development

**Reese, Melissa** (F.IV-2)

Urban Regeneration as a Platform for Sustainable Growth in Asian Cities

**Song, Jiewon** (E.IV-3)

Regenerating the historic urban environment on the fringe of the greater Tokyo area, Japan: Processes of reusing historic buildings in the historic district of Sawara, Chiba Prefecture

**Ye, JianWei** (F.IV-1)

Conservation and Regeneration—An new Interpretation of ‘Authenticity’ on Historic Urban Landscape (HUL)

**Tining, Fu** (H.IV-1)

The ways of how to choose the industry land renews mechanism—Take the Shanghai Hongkou as an example

**Zhu, Jin** (H.IV-3)

From Green Land to Vegetable Garden: Study on the Bottom-up Space Transformation in Old Urban Residential District in Hangzhou
Subtheme 4: The social inclusion/exclusion, spatial segregation and fragmented city

Cao, Sheng (G.II-2)
Measurement and discussion of the socio-spatial polarization of Chinese metropolis from the perspective of social stratification: a case study of Shanghai

Chen, Yang (A.III-4)
Social Stratification and Consumption Space Segregation in Mega Cities of China: Shanghai and Nanjing

Cho, Deokho (G.II-3)
The Potential Welfare Demand and Characteristics of Poverty of Baby Boomers Using Welfare Panel Data

Gu, Fumei (A.III-5)
Urban Function Zoning Based on People’s Activity in the Big Data Era

Habib, Ahmad Javid (B.II-2)
A Study on Cooperative Land Development by Landowners in Afghanistan’s Context Considering Land Readjustment as Case Study

Hu, Xinyu (C.III-3)
Spatial delimitation and Characteristics research of Shadow Areas in Public Center Districts of Asian Megacities

Huizhi, Gao (A.III-1)
Renaissance or Alienation: Spatial Transformation of Rural Space of Metropolis Fringe Area Driven by Consumer Culture—Empirical Observation on Dashan Village of Gaochun International Slow City

Kang, Min Jay (A.II-2)
Urban bricolage of grassroots tactics in modernist housing projects—reinterpreting the socio-spatial role of street market in the South Airport public housing clusters

Lim, Jing Jing (B.II-4)
The Making of Exclusive Territory: Leprosarium model by BELRA

Lim, Yong Long (C.III-4)
From Social Exclusion to Inclusion: The Idea behind Sungai Buloh Leprosy Settlement

Mu, Xiaoyan (A.III-3)
Homogeneity of Habitation and the Community Reconstruction in Mega-Communities in Beijing  

QIAN, Zhu (B.III-3)  
Policy and Praxis of Land Acquisition Compensation in China: Evidence from Hangzhou

SHIMA, Norihisa (C.III-1)  
A Study on Planning Rules Embedded in Informal Settlements: A Case of Urban Kampung, Cikini-Ampiun, Jakarta

TANG, Bo Sin (B.III-1)  
From Fragmented Open Space to Networked Open Space

WANG, Bo (A.III-5)  
Urban Function Zoning Based on People’s Activity in the Big Data Era

WANG, Chihhung (C.III-2)  
The Production of an Inclusive Waterfront? Discovering the State-society Relationships through Xindian River, Taipei

WU, Powei (A.III-2)  
Urban bricolage of grassroots tactics in modernist housing projects – reinterpreting the socio-spatial role of street market in the South Airport public housing clusters

XIAO, Zuopeng (G.II-1)  
The Property Practice and Space Evolution in Chinese Danwei Compound: A Case Study in Beijing

ZHANG, Yan (G.II-4)  
Special Characteristics of Peri-urbanized Community in Urban Fringe of Chinese Megalopolis: a Case Study of Dakang Community in Shenzhen
**Subtheme 5:** Natural disaster, global climate change, ecological crisis and sustainable cities

**Meutia** (F.II-3)
Physical Appearance Of Tsunami Evacuation Signage Based On Universal Design Principles: A Comparative Study Between Aceh Of Indonesia And Eastern Japan

**Chandradhara, Gonedhalli P. (H.II-3)**
Seismic Behavior of Plan Asymmetric Buildings

**Cheng, Shang** (B.V-3)
Village Community: A Planning Practice of Reconstruction after “Wenchuan” Earthquake in Countryside Areas in Chengdu Metropolitan in Southwestern China

**Ching-Hui, Chou** (K.II-4)
Reusing Unoccupied Spaces in Tainan Traditional District From the Viewpoint of Thermal Environment

**Ghazali, Norasraf** (K.II-1)
The Potential of Preserving the Unique Culture Landscape in Setiu Wetland through IUCN Category V

**Hsiao, Hong-Wei** (K.II-3)
Post-Disaster Housing and Settlement Strategy for Mega-Scale Compound Disaster: Comparative Study of Typhoon Morakot, Taiwan and The Great East Japan Earthquake

**Iuchi, Kanako** (E.II-1)
Altering “one-size-fits-all” recovery planning in the third year after the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami

**K, Harisankar** (F.II-2)
Assessment of land reclamation of wetlands: a case of Vembanad wetland, Kerala

**Kondo, Tamiyo** (E.II-2)
How can we achieve Sustainable Housing Recovery after a Devastating Disaster?

**Luong, Tu Quyen** (K.II-2)
Urban Planning in Adapting with Climate Change in Vienamese Coastal Cities

**Malone-Lee, Lai-Choo** (F.II-4)
Eco-cities Revisited: Interpreting eco-cities for high density environments in Asia from the dual perspectives of governance and market

**NITIVATTANANON, Vilas (K.IV-4)**
Climate Change Vulnerability and Adaptation in Southeast Asian Coastal Cities

**PAMPANGA, Dario (B.V-2)**
The Concept of Sacred Natural Site as Indigenous Approach to Institutionalize Biodiversity Protection in Asia

**PEI-JU, Yang (B.V-1)**
Eco Area Ratio (EAR): A carbon mitigation tool for urban redevelopment along Danhsui Riverfront in the City of Taipei

**PUNDIR, Manju (E.II-4)**
Developing an Urban Indicator System for Assessing Sustainability Performance of High Density Townships

**QIAN, Yun (E.II-3)**
The Evolution and Plan Strategy for the Vertical-distributed Human Settlement System of Hani People

**RAUNGRATANAAMPORN, I-Soon (H.II-2)**
The Study towards Public Involvement in Local Flood Disaster Management Activity: Case Study in Park Kret Municipality, Nonthaburi Province and Amphoe Mueng, Samut Sakorn Province in the situation of Thai flood in 2011

**WAN KASSIM, Sharifah Athirah Izyan (H.II-4)**
Mixed Land Uses and Travel Carbon Emissions: The Relationships in the Neighborhoods of Iskandar Malaysia

**YEGANEH, Nasim (H.II-1)**
Iskandar Malaysia Flood Susceptibility Maps using Multi-criteria Evaluation and Fuzzy Logic

**ZAINI, Azriel (EII-1)**
Establishing Building Vulnerability Map to Tsunami Hazard Using GIS and PVTA, A Case Study of Banda Aceh City

**ZHUANG, Ziying (E.II-3)**
The Evolution and Plan Strategy for the Vertical-distributed Human Settlement System of Hani People
**Subtheme 6: Social housing, community empowerment and local identity**

**Chai, Ning (E.III-2)**
A Study on the New-type Urbanization Strategy of China - Focusing on the solution of migrants workers' residential problems

**Cho, Im Sik (F.III-2)**
Measuring Community Bonding in Public Housing Estates in Singapore

**Ismail, Hairul Nizam (E.III-4)**
Family Business and Local Community Entrepreneurship in Promoting Sustainable Development

**Liu, Yanli (F.III-1)**
Discussion of the Community Planning Practice and Approaches in China

**Mohd Puzi, Mohd Alif (E.III-4)**
Family Business and Local Community Entrepreneurship in Promoting Sustainable Development

**Mori, Tomoko (F.III-3)**
The study on the peculiarity of villages for Cultural landscape Conservation

**Nguyen, Xuan Hinh (C.II-4)**
----

**Othman, Soraya (G.III-3)**
The Quest To Sustain Local Identity By Engaging Community Through Urban Regeneration: Case of Kampong Bharu, Kuala Lumpur

**Raja Othman, Raja Norashekin (G.III-1)**
Impact of Gentrification on Local Urban Identity In Old Quarter, Melaka Heritage City

**Rohaslinda, Binti ramele (E.III-3)**
Homestay Program, a New Trend in Malaysian Rural and Regional Development

**Samsudin, Noor Aimran (E.III-1)**
Influence of Traditional Malay Settlements Physical Design Attribute on Social Characteristics: Johor, Malaysia

**Shurbaini, Azyan Izzati (D.V-2)**
Conflict Resolution Among Groups Within A heterogeneous Local Community In A Rural Tourism Destination: A Case Study of Gopeng Ecoadventure, Perak,
Malaysia

**TIRAPAS, Chamnarn** (G.III-2)

Bangkok Shophouse Support Design for Accommodating Changes and Future Mixed-Use Building

**VICHIEJNPRAIDIT, Pornsan** (F.III-4)

Religious Facilities and Urban Planning: Conflict between Conservation and Development around Wat Mangkorn
Subtheme 7: Urban design and public spaces

**Cao, Shan** (B.IV-2)
Exploration on National Archaeological Site Parks—A Case Study of Liang Cheng Zhen Archaeological Site Park

**Chang, shu-hua** (H.III-4)
Transformation of Public Space under the Citizens’ Powers in Taipei

**Chen, Li ran** (C.IV-2)
The Performance Characteristics of Compact City Theory in the Urban Design of Mountainous Small Towns in Southwestern China

**Hashim, Mega Suria** (B.IV-3)
Influence of Visitor Previous Travel Experience on Wayfinding Behavior in Theme Park

**Irawati, Ira** (D.IV-2)
Bandung City Center Compactness Evaluation

**Khan, Mongkol** (A.IV-3)
Identifying the Characteristics of Southeast Asian Traditional Streets

**Li, Xin** (C.IV-3)
The transformation of China’s commercial spaces and spatial response measures to their impacts on local society

**Li, Guanpeng** (H.III-2)
Urban Micro-Environment Design Relying on Quantized Eco-Meteorological Data: Making Metropolitan Regions Healthier and Smarter

**Luo, Chang** (B.IV-2)
Exploration on National Archaeological Site Parks—A Case Study of Liang Cheng Zhen Archaeological Site Park

**Luo, Yulong** (B.IV-4)
Commercial Space Vitality in Ancient Town in Southern Yangtze River: Application on space syntax analysis of the ancient town of Tongli

**M. Akmal Hakim Hishammuddin** (G.III-4)
Relationship between Growing-up Places and Nature Awareness amongst Young Malaysians

**Miura, Shino** (K.III-4)
Management System and Transition of Vehicle-Free Main Streets in Tokyo SDowntown
MOLINA, Rhecel Molina (A.IV-1)
Reconfiguring Servicescape of Historical Sites: in the Case of City Elements in TaipeiTech University Town

QIN, Mengdi (H.III-1)
Development of the Metropolitan Suburban Regions in China: A Case in Yangtze River Delta

SAGAR, Uma (A.IV-5)
Stages of Growth and Development of Srirangapatna Town in India

SAITO, Kei (H.III-3)
A Study Towards Green Neighborhood Approaches in the Malacca World Heritage Site, Malaysia: Quantitative Analysis of Relationship between Historical Landscape Components and Green Spaces distribution

SEKIYA, Shingo (C.IV-4)
Organizing method for developing waterfront through public dialogue coordination among stakeholders lead by non-profitable spatial design institution

SERERAT, Sirirat (B.IV-1)
Bandkok Street Vending, Identity and Glocality: The case of Siam Commercial District

SHI, Beixiang (A.IV-2)
Research on Spatial Hierarchical Structure and Succession Mechanism of Commercial Street: Take Jianglan Road of Guangzhou for Instance

SOHN, Chul (A.IV-4)
Relationship between Land Use and Obesity – A Case Study for Seoul Metropolitan Area

SONG, Junhwan (K.III-3)
Morphological Changes and Characteristics of Urban Spatial Structure by Introduction of Urban Regeneration Special Zone System in Chou Ward, Tokyo

SURYADINI, Widya (D.IV-3)
Liminality in the City

WANG, Yan (C.IV-1)
A Comparative Study on Outdoor Space Character in Multi-family Housing of South Korea and China – Focused on Seoul and Shanghai Cases

WEI, Yi Sha (K.III-1)
Planning Practice and Exploration of Green Heart Complex: A Case of the Conceptual Urban Planning of Green Heart Complex in Haizhu Eco-city, Guangzhou

Yuan, Ming (D.IV-1)
Analysis on Space-use of Rail Transit Station (RTS) Area from Urban Design’s Perspective * Case studies of three areas in Shanghai

Zhang, Feng (K.III-2)
Real or Unreal: Place-theming in new development in Shanghai

Zhang, Lin (B.IV-4)
Commercial Space Vitality in Ancient Town in Southern Yantze River: Application on space syntax analysis of the ancient town of Tongli
Subtheme 8: Transportation strategies, high speed railway and alternative forms of mobility

FADHOLI PASHA, Riza (K.IV-3)
Multipurpose Pedestrian Sidewalks Design (Advance Design) of Kaliurang Street, Sleman, Yogyakarta

JIAXIONG, He (D.III-2)
Transfer and Sharing of Carpooling in Xi’an—A Case Study on Practice the Idea of “One for All, All for One”

LIN, Xiaoru (D.V-3)
Development of Transportation at Underdeveloped Mountainous Counties in the Context of Uranization: Hubei Province Example

MAJID, M. Rafee (D.I-2)
Evolution of Physical Design of Residential Neighbourhoods in Iskandar Malaysia and How They Affect Household VMT

Md Khairi, Nurul Diyana (K.IV-1)
Global Positioning System (GPS) as an Approach in Collecting Data on Spatial Tourist Behavior

NAKAMURA, Hiroki (D.III-3)
A Study on Decision Making of Various Personal Travel Modes Rental Use in a Tourism Area—Case of a Public Pilot Project in Kitakyushu City, Japan

PENG, Cheng (K.IV-2)
Managing urban traffic congestion in Asian metropolitan: the case study between Singapore and Shanghai

RUSADI, Emmy Yuniarti (K.IV-3)
Multipurpose Pedestrian Sidewalks Design (Advance Design) of Kaliurang Street, Sleman, Yogyakarta

Syed JAAFAR, Syed Muhammad Rafy (D.III-1)
Application of Entity Relationship Model as a Method in Understanding Tourist Movement Pattern
Subtheme 9: Contesting meanings for architectural production

Lai, Shih-Yao (D.II-2)

Art Representation as the Construction of Ideological Interpretation of the City: Masereel in China 1930s-50s and the Shanghai in Paintings

Yuexin, Ding (D.II-1)

The Research on the Design of Affordable Housing under Sustainable Construction in China
**Subtheme 10: Planning and design education**

**BELA, Priyendiswara (A.I-3)**
Planning and Design Education on Urban Planning School in Asia as a Proposal

**HUANG, Kuang-ting (A.I-1)**
Unity over Diversity: Emerging Trends of Planning Education in China

**LIU, Mingwei (A.I-5)**
The shape of good governance: Hong Xiuchuan and his Taiping Heavenly Kingdom

**PERERA, Nihal (D.I-1)**
Immersive Learning: Lessons from the Field

**WANG, Sicheng (A.I-2)**
The Impacts of Design Education on City’s Culture, Brand and the Development of Creative Industries - A Comparison of Shanghai and Vienna Cases

**ZHU, Yuan (A.I-4)**
Contemporary Interpretation of traditional performance District — SEU Final Joint Design of Eight Universities in 2013 on Urban and Architectural design in Beijing sky-bridge district